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• STRONGER - Unique Cross-Lapping Process, creates exceptional cross-directional strength and durability

• POWERFUL - Three-Dimensional textured design gives this wipe more scrubbing power

• THICKER - Extra thick fabric for that shop rag feel and performance

• EXTRA ABSORBENT - 20% more than the competition

• LOW LINT - Can be used in critical/delicate applications

• EFFECTIVE - More surface area to hold and trap debris, removing ink and other contaminants quickly and easily

Item # Style Size(in) Wipes per pack Pack per case Wipes per case

KT-GA029 Quarter Fold 12.5 x 13.75 25 15 375

KT-GA028 Quarter Fold 12.5 x 17 25 15 375

KT-GA027 Quarter Fold 17 x 18.5 25 15 375

KT-GA980 Jumbo Rolls 12.2 x 15.3 400 2 800

HEAVY DUTY SHOP TOWELS

Other Brand

KrossTex

ORDER FROM YOUR FAVORITE DEALER

KrossTex™ Shop Towels are an excellent alternative to rental rags, and other disposable wipes on the market 
today. Our KrossTex Shop Towels are made to feel like a shop rag, so you can see and feel the difference, 
giving you the confidence that KrossTex will do the job at hand.

KrossTex Shop Towels are specifically designed to help remove contaminants from all surfaces. Our 
wipers will reduce ink build-up/feedback in your dampening system. Unlike “Shop Rags” from rental towel 
companies, our wipers are free from left over cleaning solutions and debris that leave behind residue when 
they are used to clean the dampening system rollers. Using KrossTex Shop Towels in this critical area on your 
press will improve ink/water balance, reduce make-ready times, and save money by reducing paper waste.

Protecting the Worker
Disposable wipers can also provide worker safety benefits because they are consistently clean and free from 
contamination. Rental shop towels that come “clean” from the launderer often contain residual substances 
the laundering process could not remove, including metal shavings, solvents, oil and grease. Workers are then 
exposed to these substances, which can injure faces and hands, or cause skin rashes.


